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(ACMS) Admiral Container Management System

Admiral Security Services, Inc. has developed software that tracks container yard gate activity. You can now use an
electronic gate pass for any container entering or exiting the yard. This is done on a hand-held smart device and
submitted to an online database.
This data can be accessed, searched, or queried in real time live 24/7 from any PC or Mac. The software is sophisticated,
and adaptable, to be able to produce solutions such as:
• Billing reports by customer
• Inventory reports, up to date live report with all the containers that have gated in but have not gated out
• Identify the exact location of their container and review historical data.
• Identify container history with date, time, and driver information
• Run multiple reports that fit your specific needs
The system utilizes the latest technology with software and hardware by providing a simple solution and using the preexisting 24 Hr. security staff labor. Security officer at the gate processes the “Gate Pass” utilizing a smart tablet that is
durable and water proof. This information is entered on a simple form that is processed under 80 seconds. Once a quick
“Gate Pass” is processed, it is sent live to a database that stores all this information. This information is then accessed
via an online interface using any web browser or the smart phone app. Any single or a combination of fields can be
searched, sorted, filtered or exported.

The patrolling security officer can run an inventory app on the tablet to update or reconcile any container. Updates and
fixes can be done easily on the fly. This process ensures the data is always up to date and reliable. This is critical for
billing, inventory and locating containers on the spot.

The information is stored and kept online for 7 years. The data collected is confidential to the customer and their clients.
The customer has administrative access to the system, they can grant any level of permission to their customers or
employees such as specific yards, inventory only access, security officer access, customer access, billing report access...
etc.

Admiral Security Services, Inc.:
1. Provides the service linked to tablet and online website
2. Hosts the information online on their servers
3. Software updates and enhancements
4. Maintains the system eliminating any downtime
5. Provides the online access
6. Provides the security guards that are trained and ready to use the technology
Admiral Security provides an all-inclusive solution to manage, secure, staff, conduct inventory and billing.
Pricing is divided into 3 categories:
• Initial Setup $275: Setting up the tablet for the first time, setting up the software and access. One time cost.
• Client User $63/Mos.: Every username needed will have this monthly cost, every tablet is considered a user.
• Per Transaction $0.02: Every gate pass transaction is a $0.02 charge, this is tallied up monthly and calculated
Sample Recurring Monthly Bill:
Client User:
$63 x 2 Users = $126
Transactions:
$0.02 x 11,345 transactions = $226.90
Total Monthly Due:
$352.90
For any information or questions please feel free to call contact us anytime:
Program Manager:
Joel Adams or Mohamed S Ahmed
Email:
ACMS@AdmiralSS.com
Phone:
888.471.1128 x 114

